To: Hall Residents

**Inbound Travellers/Return**

HKSAR has just lift restrictions on arrivals and put an end to the “0+3” scheme by scrapping the Amber health code.

As a result, **Hall Residents returning from overseas are allowed to check in the SR/hall on the day of their arrival in HK with immediate effect** on the condition that they shall undergo tests as required by Centre for Health Protection.

**Alert**: Fixed Penalty of HK$500 remain imposed on each non-compliance offence to anti-COVID rules/measures subject to Hall Disciplinary Panel, including but not limited to mask-off gathering/activity, social gathering of more than 12-person, failure to timely submit online declaration for PCR/RAT positive status to CHP/FSD and RM, defiance to self-isolation requirements in hall.

Together, we fight the virus!

**Student Residence Office**
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